
Minutes Droevendaal meeting May19th, 2016, 19:00, Common Barrack 

Present: 
Anouk (33), Pieter (35), 
Joanna (37), Julia (41), 
Faran (45), Filipe (45), 
Rens (45), Johan (47), 
Odette (49), Anna (49), 
Mara (51), Nico (51), 
Lena (57), Louise (59), 
Djoerd (65), Linda (67), 
Sofie (81), Jose (91), 
Piers (91), Maurits 
(103), Xabe (107), 
Vivian (57, minutes), 
Luc (37,chair). 

There are no questions 
about the  previous 
minutes  

1. Opening 
2. Committees and groups 
Common Barrack Committee (CBC) 

ù The CBC asks for approval to make Nina treasurer of the CBC. Approved 
ù Linda is interested in Joining the CBC 
ù The CBC has a handful of members, still anyone interested is welcome to join 

Green group 

Planning for this spring: suppress invasive species (mainly giant hogweed), continue woodchipping 

Water ditches, road side & cars. The gardener has an idea to combine a better water flow with cars-in-
the-roadside-prevention measures: make the slope of the ditches shallow and wide, so that there is 
more space for the water, and it is harder for cars to park on the sloping roadside.  

à Pros: good for biodiversity and water flow, the gardener prefers this option 
à Cons(iderations): will it work against the cars? People worry that it will only get worse, 

because it won’t stop the cars.  
à Official current plan of Idealis: put wooden poles in winter against car damage of (soggy) 

roadsides, remove them in summer for ease of mowing for the gardener. All attendants 
approve with winterpoles. 

à Official plan not entirely clear. Greengroup will find out. 
à Discussion: is it an idea to let the police give fines to parked cars? Harsh way will teach 

people quick. No consensus, will be discussed later. 
p Anna and Sofie offer to make home-made Droef fines as an alternative. 

Cleaning team 
If anyone wants to join Luc is happy to hear so 

3. Common stuff 
Projector: Rens et al have selected a projector, joepie! They will think of a system to lend it out. 



Grass tools: mower can be borrowed at 103 room 6, bush cutter at 45. Please return it the same day. 

Stage: there was a question from outside Droef to lend of rent the stage. Attendants agree that the 
stage is not to leave Droevendaal. 

Speakers: Nice offer to get good speakers for €380, as common droef speakers for parties? The idea is 
to rent them out for 20€ or so. Irresponsible behaviour can be prevented by a high deposit of 80€ or so.  
If the speakers boost parties start emerging on unpleasant times, we can think of only renting them out 
in the weekends. Anyway we should think about neighbours when throwing a party. 
If details are clear, Luc will ask around for a final decision; Maurits is fine to be responsible for 
deposit and rent system.. 

Mirror: is there money to buy a dance mirror for in the CB? Yes, talk about the details later (protection 
and coverage for during other activities). 

4. Common barrack activities. No news. 

5. Future of the grey water circuit 
The replacement costs for the grey water circuit, planned in 2018, would be around €200.000. The 
pump and electronics consume electricity and makes noise, and in many houses it is not used and/or 
broken.  

Question: is it really ecofriendly? Because of the electricity, but also because it needs to be repaired so 
often, all those parts that are replaced - costs materials and transport, and thus costs the environment.  

G People don’t know how to use the pump, that’s why it breaks. We need education for that! A 
sheet near the pump, and maybe also in the welcome package? Sofie offers to make a How-to 
sheet. 

Would it be an idea to spend the money on solar panels instead of the grey water circuit? 
ù We have no rights to decide how to use the money, because the replacement is largely paid by 

Idealis and only partly financed by the maintenance costs we pay in the rent. Anyway, Sam et 
al. are working out a p;lan to place more electrical solarpanals 

ù Luc asks Idealis for ecofriendly alternatives to the grey water circuit. 

What is actually replaced with the big maintenance? Details unknown. Luc asks for more specifics. 

6. 1m strip around the houses 
The idea of a plastic grid where grass can grow in between: 

e Doesn’t prevent couches and so to be placed, neither woody plants to be grown. 
e Plants can still grow just outside the grid and hang over the grid. 

1 m strip is not the solution: 
 Maintenance even skipped 59, where the strip is neatly kept open. 
 Better communication should happen 

Tackle the problem house by house:  
V Not all houses are a problem. The contractors can give feedback why it was not good. With a 

checklist for example.  
o Difficult because the workers need to work fast, and they have no stake in good 

maintenance because they are contractors. 
V Or judgement by Idealis or ourselves. Joanne offers to go round with Eugène to check on 

the houses (the problematic ones).  

Question: do we want to be checked?  

  



7. Chemical and electronical waste 
We will place a big bucket in the bikeshed (where people tend to dump their stuff anyway), which 
should be emptied when full. In this way people can get rid of their stuff right away. Rens offers to 
take care of getting the bucket and maintaining it. 
Note: Did you know you can bring small stuff (batteries, etc.) to the Milieubus in Bennekom every 
Fridaymorning? More info (Dutch): https://www.acv-groep.nl/ede/afvalinzameling/milieubus. 

8. Garden competition 
Some people feel uneasy by the current idea of garden competition, now entirely led by Idealis. To 
overcome this problem, we should include our own judge in the team of Idealis. A voting system? Too 
much hassle. We should ask Diederik again. Anyway, we should not make it a very big issue.  

The economic incentive makes it more competitive, which is not perceived as nice by everybody. 
Because it is already announced, let’s keep it for this year and discuss it for next year.  

What are the judging points? It’s nice if we know the rules in advantage.  

Luc asks for clarity on the competition, more background info and see what is possible. 

9. Rent increase for newcomers 
Basically we have no arguments against the rent increase one your ago (which affects new renters 
more than old ones). We have very good living conditions, which justifies why Droevies pay more 
than other old Idealis buildings. This has also been communicated in the past. 
Note: the rent differs quite a bit between the barracks, because of gas, water and electricity use: more than 30 
euroos per person per month. 
Note: If we all come to work on the Green work days, the gardener has to do less and we have to pay less rent! 

10. Droef gathering 
The Droef gathering is on the 11th of June. Let’s all come, jeej! It is meant only for Droevies and 
friends. The idea is to have all kinds of nice amusement, organised by ourselves. Already many ideas 
to do that day. Odette offers to put notes on the windows to spread the date and inspiration for 
activities. 

11. Questions/Remarks 
Can the next Droefmail pay attention to ‘when you give a party, it is nice to notify your neighbours in 
advance!’ ? 

The next Droevendaal meeting will probably in September. 


